
Name: Pat Meiners             State: IA             County: Polk             ID: 836             RegID: 1015

Totally opposed.  Casinos only help those who build them and then they become a burdenh.   



Name: Frances P. Parker             State: ms             County: clarke             ID: 910             RegID: 1064

I don`t think they should built anything here! 



Name: Thomas S. Knauf             State: NY             County: USA             ID: 938             RegID: 1078

My comments have been submitted at the other meetings 



Name: Clifton Palmer. McLendon             State: TX             County: Shelby             ID: 1059             RegID: 
1184

A word of caution: 

Whenever gambling is legalized in a place, organized crime soon follows. 

Be vigilant. 



Name: David J. Tooley             State: CA             County: San Diego             ID: 1089             RegID: 1207

Yes



Name: William R. REX             State: La             County: Livingston             ID: 1281             RegID: 1415

see commenst from prior page 



Name: John P. Sivick             State: PA             County: Pike             ID: 1573             RegID: 1730

This letter is to show the support of The Lehman Township Board of Supervisors for The Bushkill Group 
to receive a Category 3 Slot Machine license. 
The Bushkill Group is located in Middle Smithfield Township, which is adjacent to Lehman Township 
and located less than one mile from our border.  What happens at The Bushkill Group has a direct impact 
on the citizens of Lehman Township. 
This area of the Poconos is completely dependent upon tourism to support our economic well-being.  In 
recent years, tourism has dropped dramatically, so much so that Pocmont, a major resort in Lehman 
Township has recently closed its doors causing a loss of jobs to the residents of Lehman and Middle 
Smithfield Townships.  Due to the state of the local economy, this is becoming a depressed area with a 
very high rate of home foreclosures.   
If The Bushkill Group is granted this Category 3 License, it would directly create 180 good-paying jobs.  
In addition, revenues of existing nearby businesses would increase and other businesses would be 
attracted to the area thereby creating many more indirect jobs.  This would provide a much-needed boost 
to the economic conditions in Lehman Township. 
Finally, being located so close to The Bushkill Group, we are aware of the management team and the 
manner in which they conduct their business.  They have our vote of confidence that should they be 
granted this license, the business would be conducted in a professional manner that would only have a 
positive impact on the surrounding community.  It should also be noted that the principals of The Bushkill 
Group have been members of this community for many years and have not come here recently just to take 
advantage of the new gaming opportunities. 



Name: HENRY Lemons             State: NY             County: Queens             ID: 1574             RegID: 1732

I have owned time sharing and property in the Bushkill area for over 20 years and visit it often.  I support 
Casino gaming in the area.  



Name: Mike Belau             State: PA             County: Monroe             ID: 1616             RegID: 1786

I am a long-time area resident and feel that Bushkill Group Inc. / Fernwood is the applicant most 
deserving of the remaining Category 3 license. They are a perfect fit for the license regulations and they 
are a company of integrity. 

The area, which is in need of tax relief and new jobs, would benefit greatly from this license. 



Name: c j. herring             State: pa             County: fayette             ID: 1789             RegID: 1969

I am not in favor of supporting this Bushill casino for numerous reasons including the fact that the 
Poconos already has a casino 15 miles away. That is just obnoxious to think you would allow another 
casino within close proximity. That community has already reaped the benefits for jobs, growth and 
revenue. You should consider one that does not have a casino nearby and is a resort with more than 250 
ROOMS available. 



Name: chet green             State: mi             County: kent             ID: 1851             RegID: 2031

The people that back that casino remind me of the  creatures that traded with the Nazis. 



Name: Loretta Dolan             State: NJ             County: Middlesex             ID: 1902             RegID: 2087

Please do not build more areas for gambling.  There are enough in many areas of our country.   



Name: jennifer lerud             State: ny             County: new york             ID: 1975             RegID: 2154

I oppose this facility at this location. 



Name: Steve Geckle             State: MD             County: Baltimore             ID: 2048             RegID: 2233

I oppose 



Name: Rev. Keith H. Eslinger             State: PA             County: Cumberland             ID: 2056             RegID: 
2239

Gambling, at whichever venue, is unjust for the following reasons, and is to be avoided especially as a 
means of engendering revenue for the state that would otherwise be received equitably through taxation of 
the base:  

1.  Gambling of any sort savages the poor by providing false hope of riches. 
2.  Gambling provides an easy opportunity for addicted individuals to feed their illness. 
3.  Gambling encourages and depends on greed, hardly a personal or civic virtue. 
4.  Crime and destitution are the historical results of gambling, especially if it is sanctioned by the 
government, providing legal cover and justification.
5.  Gambling is a self-centered, not enjoyed for the `good` it provides to the community.  Using the 
justification that the Lottery `benefits senior citizens`, or that casino gambling will create new jobs or help 
the economy, is false and disingenuous.      
6.  Gambling has, until recently, been understood to be a social ill and discouraged by Church and State 
alike.
7.  There will be spiritual/social consequences for funding social `health` on the backs of the poor and 
needy.  The broad witness of the Prophetic literature of the First Testament (`Old Testament`) condemns 
such social injustice. 



Name: Harmony Suthreland             State: tx             County: denton             ID: 2185             RegID: 2399

don`t like casinos 



Name: dixie d. brown             State: pa             County: york             ID: 2209             RegID: 2424

no please no 



Name: Nick J.. Lamberti             State: PA             County: Cumberland             ID: 2223             RegID: 2435

SAME COMMENTS I MADE FOR THE FIRST ONE 



Name: Timothy J.. Blasco             State: PA             County: Cumberland             ID: 2245             RegID: 2456

Go somewhere else! 



Name: Suzanne R. Miller             State: PA             County: Hampden             ID: 2254             RegID: 2463

This area is a resort area and would welcome the gambling.  They have room to accommodate at least 250 
sleeping guests. 



Name: gloria thomke             State: pa             County: york             ID: 2259             RegID: 2465

Casinos are not in the best interest of our citizens 



Name: c j. herring             State: pa             County: fayette             ID: 2268             RegID: 2476

It is my opinion not to mention common sense that the Bushkill casino should not be even a possibly 
because of the close proximity to another casino. Besides the known fact that Nemacolin Woodlands in 
Farmington has more amenities and rooms available than all of the 3 other hotels put together is a no 
brainer. Nemacolin is the only 5 star resort in the ballgame. You need to base your decision on who`s the 
most qualified, period. 



Name: Paul D. Menditto             State: PA             County: Pike             ID: 2272             RegID: 2480

I am a Township Supervisor in Lehman Township, Pike County, which borders Middle Smithfield 
Township.  I support the Bushkill Group`s Category 3 License Application because: 
1. It will bring much needed jobs to this area. Middle Smithfield and Lehman Township residents have 
the longest commutes in the United States according to the U.S. Census Bureau. This will help alleviate 
that for many of our residents. 
2. The Bushkill Group is comprised of responsible people who have operated Fernwood Resorts for many 
years and we consider them to be very good neighbors. They did not just arrive here in the Poconos 
simply to take advantage of the new gaming legislation. They are long-term members of our community. 
3. Tourism is the main industry in our section of the Poconos and it has been suffering in this area lately. 
Just recently, the only hotel in Lehman Township, Pocmont, has closed. This area absolutely needs this 
`shot in the arm.` 
4. Six years ago, Lehman Township purchased a 66-acre park, formally known as Magic Valley and has 
been working to revive this as a tourist destination by conducting a series of free summer concerts, fishing 
derbies, community days and a variety of other free or low-cost events. During these events, local non-
profit organizations, including the local food bank, sell food at concession stands benefiting those in need 
in the local area. These events attract visitors to Fernwood and likewise Fernwood attracts visitors to our 
park, thereby increasing the revenue of the local non-profits who will then use this increased revenue to 
benefit lower income families in the area. 
In conclusion, as a resident, taxpayer and a public official, I whole-heatedly support the Bushkill Group`s 
Category 3 Gaming License Application. 
Thank you. 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































